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A word from the President
Our Sustainable
Development Policy

Greetings,
I come from a world where health was always a priority—
eating properly, exercising, and taking time for yourself.
Improving people’s health has been an interest of mine
for many years. And I’m convinced we as human beings
can influence our own quality of life. I’ve always been
curious and passionate about life, and I’ve tried a
number of ways to improve my physical condition,
including massage, acupuncture, osteopathy, healthy
diets, and even psychology. It’s because of these
efforts and that fascination that today, BainUltra®
is a promoter of relaxation, health, and well-being.

LIVE SUSTAINABILY
At BainUltra we believe that inner wellness is achieved
through daily, life-long attention to harmony with the
world around us. BainUltra recognizes that wellness is
at the core of every harmonious relationship, whether
it involves our connection with family, friends, or the
environment. Ecological awareness begins with respect
for the life within us but then radiates outward, influencing
others as well as future generations, so as to protect our
precious Earth.

Despite my natural desire to maintain balance in my
life, I’ve been working hard to grow our company for
more than thirty years, and, like many entrepreneurs,
I’ve gotten caught up in the intoxication of accelerated
growth. I’ve worked without counting my hours,
racked up travel miles and changing schedules, eaten
in restaurants, and juggled various demands that all
seemed like priorities at the time, but I’ve neglected
the most basic priority of all: myself. Who I am. The
more I put into the project that is BainUltra®, the faster
things seemed to go, and the lower my own energy
levels fell. However strongly I’ve always believed in
the importance of looking after yourself (myself),
I’ve found it harder and harder to actually do so.

Because we also believe that innovation is part
and parcel of green development, we now include
the life-cycle approach and ecodesign in BainUltra’s
sustainable development policy.
We are especially proud to offer products that make
a contribution to individual and collective well-being.
BainUltra trusts that, through our focus on the
everyday wellness of individuals, we are also taking
steps to promote a sustainable environment for all.

956 chemin Olivier, Lévis, Québec G7A 2N1 Canada
Tel.: 418 831-7701 1 800 463-2187 Fax: 418 831-6623 1 800 382-8587

bainultra.com

NOTE: All dimensions shown are in inches. BainUltra Inc. owns the following
registered trademarks and associated logos: BainUltra®, Salle de Spa®, Akaša®,
Insperience Bathroom®. BainUltra Inc. owns the following registered trademarks:
Akaša®, The Quest for Your Wellness®, Amma®, AromaCloud®, Balneo®, Elegancia®,
Essencia®, Geysair®, Hydro-thermo Massage®, Light Therapy®, The Best Massage
a Bath Can Give®, The Original Air Jet Bath®, The Original Air Jet Bath & Home
Spa®, Meridian®, Mia, MiaMulti®, MiaPlus®, MyBodyRest®, Oasis for Personal Care®,
Origami®, AirOnlyAir®, Insperience Bathroom®, Sound Therapy®, ThermoMasseur®,
Thermotherapy®, Vedana®, WarmTouchShell®, Live the Everyday Experience of
Wellness®, and Your Source of Wellness®. Reproduction in whole or in part of the
contents or images in this document without the permission of BainUltra Inc. is
prohibited.

I don’t think my story is unique—I think many of
us share it. We live in a world that encourages us to
recognize people for what they do—not for who they are.
The pseudo-search for happiness drives us to accumulate
possessions, to put so much into useless things, and
drags us, often despite ourselves, into a whirlwind
that, far from making us happy, drains our energy
and threatens every aspect of our lives—our health,
our personal and professional relationships, our finances,
and our inner freedom. It’s as if our life lived us instead
of us living it. Well I say “enough!” I’ve decided to make
a choice.
I’ve decided to slow down and get in touch with my
inner life. To commit to daily rituals that give me energy
and improve my physical, mental, and emotional state
and replenish my energy. I’ve decided to treat this as
a personal discipline, as well as to invite my employees,
partners, and customers to do the same, through
BainUltra and its products. I hope to reintroduce, into
as many lives as possible, the art of living, of taking
time each and every day for relaxation, health, and
well-being. I want us all to become the artificers of
our own lives and develop a deeper and more authentic
relationship with ourselves, our loved ones, and our
environment every day. We don’t pretend to be able to
change the world, but if through the BainUltra project
we can inspire even one person to take up the challenge
of personal well-being, the universal consciousness will
be raised and our world will become a better place, one
tiny step at a time.

Take care of yourself, and thank you.

Henry Brunelle, President
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BainUltra
3 product platforms
therapeutic baths
ThermoMasseur ®
The ThermoMasseur trademark was registered
in 1981—the world’s first Hydro-thermo massage®
to use air jet technology. BainUltra is not only
the originator of air jet baths, but also the industry
leader for Hydro-thermo massage® (combined
action of Thermotherapy®, massage therapy,
and hydrotherapy).
®

ThermoMasseur offers a real, deep-down massage
for muscles and joints, noticeably stimulating the
nervous system.
Our unique Geysair® technology reheats and
humidifies air jets, providing a real sensation
of warmth on your skin, and optimizing the
therapeutic benefits of the Hydro-thermo
massage. Geysair is included on all BainUltra
ThermoMasseurs baths.

Therapies
Multiple benefits
Complementary therapies also allow the bather to
regain his vitality thanks to the vibrations of the colors
on the senses with the chromatherapy (Illuzio), the
effect of the heat on the body which Thermotherapy®
(WarmTouchShell®) provides and the addition of
essential oils to the bath water.
• AromaCloud®, an essential oil diffuser with new
technology that maximizes aromatherapy benefits
• WarmTouchShell® heating zones, for a sustained
Thermotherapy® experience delivered through
the heated backrest, headrest, and seat
•	Chromatherapy: six colors that provide a host
of therapeutic benefits.

NEW

 HERMOMASSEUR®
T
WITH GEYSAIR®,
THE BEST MASSAGE
A BATH CAN GIVE®.

With BainUltra’s characteristic innovation and
creativity, ILLUZIO, a NEW chromatherapy system
has been developed with hidden LED that leaves
the bath’s inner shell completely intact and smooth.
Illuzio is available on: Evanescence, Essencia,
Charism, Citti, Nokori, Balneo, Esthesia, Monarch,
Opalia, Origami, Amma, & Inua.
These therapies stimulate the senses for an
experience in absolute comfort, helping you truly
let go and attend to the present moment.
All our therapeutic baths reflect BainUltra’s priority:
to constantly improve our products to provide a more
complete therapeutic experience.

MENU
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BainUltra
3 product platforms (continued)
therapeutic care units

The Therapeutic Care Unit platform is a BainUltra
exclusive. These technological innovations harness
the power of multiple therapies in a single delivery
system that fits into a bathroom, though it is not
part of the bath.
Our units provide high-level therapeutic experiences
designed to bring about a change of physical,
mental, and emotional states and energy levels.

~
AKASA® complementary products
~
AKASA®, INCREASE
THE THERAPEUTIC
BENEFITS OF YOUR
WELLNESS RITUALS.

The platform features Vedana®, which harmoniously
blends five therapies: dry-heat Thermotherapy®,
Light Therapy®, chromatherapy, aromatherapy,
and Sound Therapy®.

~
AKASA® is a line of unique complementary
products including specially designed furniture
and care products crafted to enhance the therapy
experiences of our other platforms.

This therapeutic care unit fits right into your
shower and is a complete all-in-one system—
the perfect addition to your personal care session
in a special space in your home set aside for health
and wellness rituals.

These products are just the thing to help you ease
into and out of your care rituals, or transition
between them, and craft a therapy session tailored
to your specific needs.

VEDANA®, A GUIDED
MEDITATION EXPERIENCE
TO CHANGE THE USER'S
EMOTIONAL STATE.

Before a personal care ritual, you can use our
espalier for self-guided stretching.
Transitioning between two care rituals: take time
out, seated comfortably in your ergonomic chair
or on your footrest, with your back to the wall.
For deep rest, use the universal legrest and the
bath pillow for optimal comfort.
To put the final touch on a complete care ritual
and make the most of the therapeutic properties
of our products, you can absorb essential oils
through your skin with a Hydro-thermo massage
session or breathe them in during a therapeutic
care unit session.
These are just a few ways to customize your
personal care rituals.

The 5 advantages
of Thermomasseur bath
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®

THE AIR JET BATH HAS COME A LONG WAY SINCE ITS EARLY DAYS, offering improved Hydro-thermo
massage® therapy and providing the best possible overall health benefits. The 5 advantages of BainUltra’s
ThermoMasseur® bath are the result of the company’s extensive expertise and innovative flair.

THE BEST MASSAGE
A BATH CAN GIVE®
The number and strategic positioning of the air jets,
powered by a 600 Watt turbine, deliver an effective,
even massage to specific acupressure points located
all over your body, including your legs, back, and arms.
Our inverted V backrest provides a perfect massage
from the lower back to the nape of your neck.
The raised seat lets you specifically target the back
of your legs.
Our Geysair technology reheats and humidifies
the air jets to maintain water temperature and provide
a longer-lasting, more comfortable Hydro-thermo
massage. Geysair is included on all BainUltra
ThermoMasseurs baths.
®

THE BEST HYGIENE
Hygiene is an important factor in overall health,
which is why BainUltra has developed a unique,
superior drainage system with the following features:
• Conduits that drain and dry fully,
so there is no stagnant water
• A drying cycle that activates automatically
• An ingenious, no-maintenance system

COMBINED THERAPIES
BainUltra’s core mission is to promote relaxation,
health, and well-being, which is why our focus
has always been on incorporating therapies that
maximize the therapeutic benefits of our products.
Depending on your personal preferences, you can add
complementary therapies such as chromatherapy
and aromatherapy to your ThermoMasseur bath.

EASY INSTALLATION
& PEACE OF MIND
Every BainUltra product is designed to offer a host
of sublime benefits! And with our attention to product
development, your satisfaction is guaranteed.

THE ULTIMATE COMFORT
All our tubs are thoughtfully designed to be as
ergonomic as possible. Our aim is to provide bathers
the ultimate in comfort, allowing them to truly relax
and feel tension slip away during the massage.
The molded headrest, armrest, and footrest support
and cradle the body, for sublime comfort.
The heated backrest extending from the lower back
to the nape of your neck helps soothe your muscles
and relax your body.
Grab bars make it easy to get in and out of the tub.

As easy to maintain as a regular tub. No valves.
No pipes. No water circulating in the conduits.
The only mobile part is the turbine.
Made from high quality, non-porous acrylic,
to resist scratches and discoloration.
Easy to use and install. Simply plug it in—the system
even runs without water, with no risk of damaging
the turbine.
20-year warranty on your bathtub (acrylic
and turbine) and 5 years on electronic
components and therapeutic technologies.
The safest system around, requiring no suction
or minimum water level.
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VIBE™

NEW COLLECTION

VIBE™ is a new collection of therapeutic bathtubs with
minimalist and contemporary flair. The collection is perfect
for urban city dwellers who want to bring value and refinement
to smaller bathrooms. The VIBE collection is the first offering
from BainUltra’s urBAIN category to address the needs of
younger, sophisticated bathers. Inspired by the city skyline
and architectures of cosmopolitan cities, you can feel miles
away from the streets below as you rest your mind, body
and spirit in an expertly crafted bath.
Designed to fit in smaller installations without compromising
the quality, comfort and ergonomics of a therapeutic bath.
VIBE helps create an urban oasis of sensual therapies that
allows the bather to recharge. The clean lines, pure design
and sloping walls bring class, sophistication and style to even
the smallest of spaces.

Options available with VIBE
• ILLUZIO - Chromatherapy with invisible LED
• ULTRAVELOUR - Matte finish

DESIGN
BainUltra’s VIBE™ therapeutic baths are offered in the Thermomasseur
(with Geysair® hot air system) and in the TUB category to which you can add
Illuzio chromatherapy and WarmTouchShell thermotherapy technologies.

© VIBE 5828
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A LEADER IN WELLNESS
The stress modern life puts on the body adds up; walking
on concrete in fashionable but uncomfortable shoes strains
the back, as does sitting in an office chair for many hours
in an unnatural position… To compensate people exercise,
go to the gym, do yoga, etc. Yet, that also taxes the body.
To top it all, the pace of modern life, the stress of juggling
a career and an active social life can also exhaust the mental
and emotional state of a person.
VIBE™ allows you to take a moment for yourself, to recharge
and help heal your mind and body. Hydro-thermo massage®
helps ease back pain, increases circulation, reduces tension
and stress as it helps the body heal and eliminate toxins.
Add Illuzio® chromatherapy to change your state to help
energize, calm, rebalance and recharge.

VIBE 5828
Freestanding

  
58 x 28 x 21

Without taking time regularly to disconnect from the world
and heal yourself, you have less energy, focus and drive to
live your best life.

CHROMA

THERMO

THERAPIES
Add therapies to optimize the therapeutic benefits 
of your bath.

Indicates heated backrest (TMU)

therapeutic baths
FREESTANDING

therapeutic baths
DROP-IN, UNDERMOUNT
& ALCOVE

therapeutic care unit
VEDANA®

complementary products

© VIBE 5828
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SCALA™
Scala™, a new collection of bathtubs with luxurious, modern
design and classic elegance.
This freestanding bathtub has an aesthetic refinement that
translates into a contemporary version of the Rococo style
bathtub on lion’s feet.

© SCALA 7242

Slide into a Scala 7242 and enjoy a wider more comfortable seat
and backrest as well as integrated headrests to fully cherish moments
of well-being and relaxation.
Options available with SCALA
• ILLUZIO - Chromatherapy with invisible LED
• ULTRAVELOUR - Matte finish

DESIGN
Available in the Thermomasseur® category, Scala offers all the therapeutic
benefits of Hydro-thermo massage®. The spirit of this collection reveals a
sophisticated style through the harmony of its curves, an extension of the
outer shell on metal feet and wider front and rear decks. In addition, metal
armrests available in different colors match perfectly to the feet.
© SCALA 7242

10
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SCALA 7242 
Freestanding

   
72 x 42 x 25

© SCALA 7242

CHROMA

THERMO

THERAPIES
Add therapies to optimize the therapeutic benefits 
of your bath.

Indicates heated backrest (TMU)

therapeutic baths
FREESTANDING

therapeutic baths
DROP-IN, UNDERMOUNT
& ALCOVE

therapeutic care unit
VEDANA®

complementary products

© SCALA 7242

MENU

OPALIA™
Presenting Opalia™, a new collection of exquisitely crafted
therapeutic baths with the bold, pure lines of a fascinating opal.
Like so many magnificent jewels, Opalia oval baths play on
elliptical perfection, with original deck designs that intrigue
and delight.

© OPALIA 6839 - CENTERED ELLIPSE

Opalia is available in five distinctive models, each as intriguing as the last.
The oval inner shell can be centered, off-centered, or oblique from the
center, creating an interplay of ellipses unique to each configuration.
Options available with OPALIA
• ILLUZIO - Chromatherapy with invisible LED
• ULTRAVELOUR - Matte finish

DESIGN

© OPALIA 6839 - OBLIQUE ELLIPSE RIGHT

Opalia™ therapeutic baths available in THERMOMASSEUR®.
They are designed using a process that gives them a seamless appearance.
Made exclusively of acrylic, these bathtubs offer unparalleled quality and
a beautiful finish that’s made to last.

12
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OPALIA 6839 CENTERED ELLIPSE
Freestanding

   
68 X 39 X 25

OPALIA 6839 OFF-CENTERED ELLIPSE LEFT
Freestanding

   
68 X 39 X 25

OPALIA 6839 OFF-CENTERED ELLIPSE RIGHT
Freestanding

   
68 X 39 X 25

© OPALIA 6839 - OBLIQUE ELLIPSE RIGHT • WITH ILLUZIO CHROMATHERAPY

CHROMA

THERMO

AROMA

OPALIA 6839 OBLIQUE ELLIPSE RIGHT
Freestanding

   
68 X 39 X 25

OPALIA 6839 OBLIQUE ELLIPSE LEFT
Freestanding

   
68 X 39 X 25

THERAPIES
Add therapies to optimize the therapeutic benefits of your bath.

Indicates heated backrest (TMU)
© OPALIA 6839 - OFF-CENTERED ELLIPSE LEFT
therapeutic baths
FREESTANDING

therapeutic baths
DROP-IN, UNDERMOUNT
& ALCOVE

therapeutic care unit
VEDANA®

complementary products
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NOKORI®
NOKORI®’s sleek and delicate lines inspire peace
and calm—offering an authentic invitation to unwind.
This new collection offers freestanding cubic and oval baths
that are pure and understated.
Versatile, the cubic shape baths can be easily installed
against one, two, or even three walls, for a stunningly optimal
use of space.

© NOKORI 6935

The Nokori Collection offers various dimensions baths designed for one
or two bathers, so you can relax alone or together into exquisite comfort.
Options available with NOKORI
• ILLUZIO - Chromatherapy with invisible LED
• ULTRAVELOUR - Matte finish

DESIGN
With their clean, pared-down geometry, these baths blend‑in seamlessly
with a variety of architectural styles, making Nokori the perfect emblem
of Universal Design.
© NOKORI 6935

14
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NOKORI 5827    
Freestanding
58 x 27 x 23

NOKORI 6331    
Freestanding
63 x 31 x 24
© NOKORI 5827

NOKORI 6429    
Freestanding
64 x 29 x 23

NOKORI OVAL 6737
Freestanding

    
67 x 37 x 24

© NOKORI OVAL 6737 WITH ILLUZIO CHROMATHERAPY

CHROMA

NOKORI 6935    
Freestanding
69 x 35 x 24

THERMO

THERAPIES
Add therapies to optimize the therapeutic benefits of your bath.

Indicates heated backrest (TMU)

therapeutic baths
FREESTANDING

NOKORI 7131    
Freestanding
71 x 31 x 24

therapeutic baths
DROP-IN, UNDERMOUNT
& ALCOVE

therapeutic care unit
VEDANA®

complementary products

© NOKORI OVAL 6737

CHARISM

®

With CHARISM® Collection, BainUltra has broken the mold
yet again, transcending conventional approaches to
therapeutic baths.
• These utterly original styles feature a distinctive touch of
color that defines the interior from the exterior of the tub.
This rich swath of understated color contrasts with the shell
of the bath, imparting a modern, artful appeal.
• Charism collection baths are ideal for smaller spaces,
but also provide plentiful comfort—enough to accommodate
two bathers.

© CHARISM 5736

The inner shell of Charism baths is sleek, free of grab bars or armrests,
so the user can seek out naturally comfortable bathing positions.
Options available with CHARISM
• ILLUZIO - Chromatherapy with invisible LED
• ULTRAVELOUR - Matte finish

DESIGN
The outer shell, devoid of any accessories, gives these works of art
a sculptural feel.
© CHARISM 5736
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CHARISM 6434    
Freestanding
64 x 34 x 24

CHARISM 6436    
Freestanding
64 x 36 x 24

© Charism 5736 (Copper deck contour)

© CHARISM 6436
© Charism 5736 (Copper deck contour)

COLORS

Striking elegance

COLORS
white, grey
and black as well as in two
rich, eye-catching
STRIKING
ELEGANCE

CHARISM 5736    
Freestanding
57 x 36 x 23

Charism bath deck contours are hand made and available in

COLORS

Striking elegance

BLACK

optional colors: Crystal Rock and Copper.

Charism bath deck contours are
made
available in
optional hand
colors: Crystal
Rockand
and Copper.
white and black as well
Crystal Rock and Copper patterns vary throughout the deck
making each
one of a
kind. eye-catching
as bath
in two
rich,
optional colors: Crystal Rock
and Copper.
CharismRock
bathand
deck
contours
are hand
and available
in
Crystal
Copper
patterns
varymade
throughout
the deck
white, grey
and
black
as in two rich, eye-catching
making
each
bath
oneasofwell
a kind.

Crystal Rock and Copper
patterns vary throughout
the deck making each bath
one of a kind.

GREY
BLACK

GREY
WHITE

CRYSTAL
WHITE
ROCK

CHROMA

CRYSTAL
COPPER
ROCK

THERMO

THERAPIES
Add therapies to optimize the therapeutic benefits 
of your bath.

COPPER

Indicates heated backrest (TMU)
© CHARISM 6434

therapeutic baths
FREESTANDING

therapeutic baths
DROP-IN, UNDERMOUNT
& ALCOVE

therapeutic care unit
VEDANA®

complementary products

ESTHESIA

®

BainUltra invites you to discover the ESTHESIA® Collection,
our newest expression of beauty in the world of therapeutic bath.
• Neoclassically inspired Esthesia baths boast clean, purely
geometric designs. Their elegant, luxurious pedigree means
they’re right at home in almost any cultural and architectural
setting.
• Esthesia baths are available for freestanding, drop-in
and undermount installations.
• With their pure oval inner shell, Esthesia baths can
accommodate two people in total comfort.

© ESTHESIA 6436 (FREESTANDING)

The inner shell is free of grab bars or armrests, preserving the clean lines
that are the hallmark of the Esthesia Collection. The deck design is not
only original, it’s also spacious and practical.
Options available with ESTHESIA
• ILLUZIO - Chromatherapy with invisible LED
• ULTRAVELOUR - Matte finish

AROMATHERAPY
For the Esthesia Collection, the
AromaCloud is built into the deck.

© ESTHESIA 6436 (FREESTANDING)

DESIGN
With its gentle, progressive curves, the freestanding Esthesia bath appears
to have blossomed from its base.

MENU
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ESTHESIA 6436
Freestanding

CHROMA

    
64 x 36 x 25

THERMO

AROMA

THERAPIES
Add therapies to optimize the therapeutic benefits 
of your bath.

Indicates heated backrest (TMU)
© ESTHESIA 6436 (FREESTANDING)

therapeutic baths
FREESTANDING

therapeutic baths
DROP-IN, UNDERMOUNT
& ALCOVE

therapeutic care unit
VEDANA®

complementary products

EVANESCENCE
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®

EVANESCENCE® means “state of transformation.”
The collection is an invitation to turn your relaxation
space into a true sanctuary of elegance and wellness.
A prestige bath that makes a great centerpiece of any
bathroom.
• Freestanding baths that deliver Hydro-thermo-massage®
with the added bonus of ultra thin walls.
• A small freestanding bath with enough space inside
for one person to be fully immersed or two to bathe
comfortably together.

© EVANESCENCE 5936

Evanescence’s inner shell reveals pure lines enabling bathers to take
the most comfortable position, alone or for two.
The backrests provide enhanced support for the neck and head
and uniform heating all along the spine.
Options available with EVANESCENCE
• ILLUZIO - Chromatherapy with invisible LED
• ULTRAVELOUR - Matte finish

DESIGN
© EVANESCENCE 5936

The bath’s thin concave walls and its interior space facilitate access
to the bath.

20
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© EVANESCENCE 6634

EVANESCENCE OVAL 6636
Freestanding

    
66 x 36 x 28

EVANESCENCE OVAL 7440
Freestanding

    
74 x 40 x 28

EVANESCENCE 6634
Freestanding

    
66 x 34 x 28

EVANESCENCE 5936
Freestanding 

    
59 x 36 x 28

CHROMA

THERMO

THERAPIES
Add therapies to optimize the therapeutic benefits 
of your bath.

Indicates heated backrest (TMU)
© EVANESCENCE OVAL 7440

therapeutic baths
FREESTANDING

© EVANESCENCE OVAL 6636

therapeutic baths
DROP-IN, UNDERMOUNT
& ALCOVE

therapeutic care unit
VEDANA®

complementary products
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ESSENCIA

®

ESSENCIA® evokes essence—the elemental aspects
of the inner being.
• Seamless design: two acrylic shells soldered together
for a spectacular freestanding bathtub.
• Essencia 6838’s elegant interior provides maximum comfort
in three different positions: stretched out, relaxed, and seated.

© ESSENCIA OVAL 7236 (FREESTANDING)

Two rows of air jets intensify the massage effect, while the footrest
provides exceptional comfort and allows total immersion.
Inverted V backrest and integrated headrest keep the head and neck
supported for maximum massage.
Raised seat optimizes the massage effect for the legs while inclined
armrests provide total comfort.

AROMATHERAPY

For the Essencia 6838, the
AromaCloud is built into the deck.
However, the deck of the Essencia
Oval 7236 has been modified to
host the AromaCloud.

© ESSENCIA OVAL 7236 (FREESTANDING)

Options available with ESSENCIA
• ILLUZIO - Chromatherapy with invisible LED
• ULTRAVELOUR - Matte finish

22
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© ESSENCIA 6838

ESSENCIA 6838
Freestanding

    
68 x 38 x 26

ESSENCIA OVAL 7236
Freestanding

    
72 x 36 x 27

3 POSITIONS TO TAKE ADVANTAGE
OF BENEFICIAL THERAPIES
The innovative design allows the bather to choose from 3 positions:

ESSENCIA DESIGN    
Freestanding
72 x 36 x 24

STRETCHED OUT POSITION

RELAXED POSITION

CHROMA

THERMO

AROMA

THERAPIES
Add therapies to optimize the therapeutic benefits 
of your bath.
SEATED POSITION

Indicates heated backrest (TMU)

therapeutic baths
FREESTANDING

therapeutic baths
DROP-IN, UNDERMOUNT
& ALCOVE

therapeutic care unit
VEDANA®

complementary products

© ESSENCIA DESIGN (FREESTANDING)
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BALNEO

®

24

The name BALNEO® evokes the art of bathing. For BainUltra®,
a bath is an important ritual, part of a lifestyle that
encourages you to slow down and take time for yourself.
• This collection features classic and contemporary
freestanding designs in both small (60 in x 36 in),
medium (66 in x 36 in), and large (72 in x 40 in) sizes.

© BALNEO CELLA 6636 (ROLLED)

Options available with BALNEO
• ILLUZIO - Chromatherapy with invisible LED

All models in the Balneo Collection are available
either with a flat or rolled deck.

AROMATHERAPY
For the Balneo Collection, the
deck has been modified to host
the AromaCloud.

FLAT DECK
© BALNEO SANOS 6636 (FLAT DECK)

ROLLED DECK

MENU
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© BALNEO CELLA 7240 (FLAT DECK)

© BALNEO CELLA 7240 (ROLLED DECK)

© BALNEO NAOS 7240 (ROLLED DECK)

25
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CELLA 6036
Freestanding

    
60 x 36 x 26

CELLA 6636
Freestanding

    
66 x 36 x 27

CELLA 7240
Freestanding

    
72 x 40 x 27

© BALNEO NAOS 7240 (ROLLED DECK)

Towel bars will add special charm to your
freestanding bath. (Available for the 7240
models only)

SANOS 6636
Freestanding

    
66 x 36 x 24

NAOS 6636
Freestanding

    
66 x 36 x 25

SANOS 7240
Freestanding

    
72 x 40 x 24

NAOS 7240
Freestanding

    
72 x 40 x 25

© BALNEO CELLA 6036 (ROLLED DECK)
CHROMA

THERMO

AROMA

THERAPIES
Add therapies to optimize the therapeutic benefits of your bath.

Indicates heated backrest (TMU)
© BALNEO SANOS 7240 (FLAT DECK)

therapeutic baths
FREESTANDING

therapeutic baths
DROP-IN, UNDERMOUNT
& ALCOVE

therapeutic care unit
VEDANA®

complementary products

MENU
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AMMA

®

The word AMMA® takes its origin in the word “massage” as
represented by two Chinese characters, AN and MO, meaning
“calm through touch”.
• The ergonomics of the bath interior (oblate or egg-shaped)
offers superior comfort and an enhanced Hydro-thermo
massage® experience.
• Amma features the widest range of size and installation options.
Options available with AMMA
• ILLUZIO - Chromatherapy with invisible LED

The inverted V backrest allows
your neck and spine to be massaged
perfectly.

I ntegrated armrests, available
with most models, are sculpted to
optimize comfort.

The molded, heated headrest softly
cradles and soothes your neck.

The raised seat optimizes leg
massage.

AROMATHERAPY
For the Amma Collection, the
AromaCloud is built into the deck.

© AMMA OVAL 7242 (FREESTANDING)

MENU

DOUBLE YOUR PLEASURE
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For those times when you want to share your massage experience, the
two-person bath in the Amma collection offer independent temperature
controls for the backrests and headrests of each bather. So you get
togetherness and personalized comfort.

PERSONALIZE YOUR
FREESTANDING BATH
1

C
 hoose your bath’s color from among a variety of standard
and optional colors.

2 C
 hoose a wood finish for your base or match its color with the same
of the bath.
3 Choose the outer shell’s color from among a variety of standard
colors.

AMMA OVAL 7242
Freestanding Standard Base
Available with raised or flat deck

    
72 x 42 x 28

AMMA OVAL 7242
Freestanding Narrow Base
Available with raised or flat deck

    
72 x 42 x 27

CHROMA

THERMO

AROMA

THERAPIES
Add therapies to optimize the therapeutic benefits 
of your bath.

Indicates heated backrest (TMU)
© AMMA OVAL 7242 (FREESTANDING NARROW BASE)

therapeutic baths
FREESTANDING

therapeutic baths
DROP-IN, UNDERMOUNT
& ALCOVE

therapeutic care unit
VEDANA®

complementary products

MENU

ORIGAMI

®

The traditional Japanese art of folding paper into symbolic
shapes is the inspiration behind the ORIGAMI® Collection,
which stands out for its clean lines and versatility.
• A stylish collection of Zen-like simplicity that comes in
a range of shapes to go with any style of décor.
• Available in a range of sizes and installation options for all
kinds of spaces.

© ORIGAMI 7242 DESIGN SERIES (FREESTANDING)

The Origami baths feature a modern minimalist look with a clear interior
tub (no handles or armrests) and the comfort BainUltra is known for.
Options available with ORIGAMI
• ILLUZIO - Chromatherapy with invisible LED
• ULTRAVELOUR - Matte finish

AROMATHERAPY

For the Origami Collection,
the AromaCloud is built into the
deck. However, for the Design
series, the deck has been slightly
modified.

© ORIGAMI 6838 DESIGN SERIES (FREESTANDING)

DESIGN
The exterior shape of the freestanding Origami provides height and a very
stable base. Placed in the center of the room, it makes an enticing design
statement.

29

MENU
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ORIGAMI 6838 DESIGN SERIES
Freestanding

    
68 x 38 x 22

ORIGAMI 7242 DESIGN SERIES
Freestanding

    
72 x 42 x 23

• Turbine must be remote installed on Freestanding Origami
• Remote installation of the motor ensures quiet operation,
easy maintenance, and ready access to plumbing

CHROMA

THERMO

AROMA

THERAPIES
Add therapies to optimize the therapeutic benefits 
of your bath.

Indicates heated backrest (TMU)
© ORIGAMI 7242 DESIGN SERIES (FREESTANDING)

therapeutic baths
FREESTANDING

therapeutic baths
DROP-IN, UNDERMOUNT
& ALCOVE

therapeutic care unit
VEDANA®

complementary products

DROP-IN, UNDERMOUNT
& ALCOVE

therapeutic baths

MENU

32 VIBE™

NEW COLLECTION

34 MONARCH
38 ESTHESIA®
40 CITTI®
42 ESSENCIA®
44 INUA®
46 AMMA®
50 ELEGANCIA®
52 ORIGAMI®
54 MERIDIAN®
57 THERMAL
58 THALASSA
60 AZUR
© AMMA 7242 (DROP-IN)

therapeutic baths
FREESTANDING

therapeutic baths
DROP-IN, UNDERMOUNT
& ALCOVE

therapeutic care unit
VEDANA®

complementary products
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MENU
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VIBE™

NEW COLLECTION

VIBE™ is a new collection of therapeutic bathtubs with
minimalist and contemporary flair. The collection is perfect
for urban city dwellers who want to bring value and refinement
to smaller bathrooms. The VIBE collection is the first offering
from BainUltra’s urBAIN category to address the needs of
younger, sophisticated bathers. Inspired by the city skyline
and architectures of cosmopolitan cities, you can feel miles
away from the streets below as you rest your mind, body
and spirit in an expertly crafted bath.
Designed to fit in smaller installations without compromising
the quality, comfort and ergonomics of a therapeutic bath.
VIBE helps create an urban oasis of sensual therapies that
allows the bather to recharge. The clean lines, pure design
and sloping walls bring class, sophistication and style to even
the smallest of spaces.

Options available with VIBE
• ILLUZIO - Chromatherapy with invisible LED
• ULTRAVELOUR - Matte finish

DESIGN
BainUltra’s VIBE™ therapeutic baths are offered in the Thermomasseur
(with Geysair® hot air system) and in the TUB category to which you can add
Illuzio chromatherapy and WarmTouchShell thermotherapy technologies.

© VIBE 6030 (DROP-IN)

MENU

A LEADER IN WELLNESS
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The stress modern life puts on the body adds up; walking
on concrete in fashionable but uncomfortable shoes strains
the back, as does sitting in an office chair for many hours
in an unnatural position… To compensate people exercise,
go to the gym, do yoga, etc. Yet, that also taxes the body.
To top it all, the pace of modern life, the stress of juggling
a career and an active social life can also exhaust the mental
and emotional state of a person.

VIBE 6030
Drop-in & Alcove

  
60 x 30 x 19

VIBE™ allows you to take a moment for yourself, to recharge
and help heal your mind and body. Hydro-thermo massage®
helps ease back pain, increases circulation, reduces tension
and stress as it helps the body heal and eliminate toxins.
Add Illuzio® chromatherapy to change your state to help
energize, calm, rebalance and recharge.
Without taking time regularly to disconnect from the world
and heal yourself, you have less energy, focus and drive to
live your best life.

CHROMA

THERMO

THERAPIES
Add therapies to optimize the therapeutic benefits 
of your bath.

© VIBE 6030 (DROP-IN)

therapeutic baths
FREESTANDING

Indicates heated backrest (TMU)

therapeutic baths
DROP-IN, UNDERMOUNT
& ALCOVE

therapeutic care unit
VEDANA®

complementary products

© VIBE 6030 (ALCOVE)

MENU
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Monarch is a refined collection of therapeutic baths featuring
radiant, sumptuous quartz deck surfaces in carefully selected
enchanting colors combined with the bath inner shell made
of 100 pure acrylic of the highest quality.
The sumptuous Monarch Collection now offers more luxurious
bathtubs: the Monarch Grand Luxury models, featuring
splendid One piece Quartz Deck. The amazing Monarch
Grand Luxury will meet the most demanding expectations
in terms of original design, authenticity and quality.

© MONARCH 6638F - STATUARIO MAXIMUS

Options available with MONARCH
• ILLUZIO - Chromatherapy with invisible LED
• ULTRAVELOUR - Matte finish

DESIGN
© MONARCH 7240 - STATUARIO MAXIMUS WITH QUARTZ SKIRT

Designed to blend with the utmost harmony into luxury condo dwellings,
Monarch bath is a graceful innovation for drop-in and alcove settings—an
approach to bathroom design that is utterly refined.

MENU
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Quartz pur et noble

MONARCH 6030
MONARCH GRAND LUXURY 6030
Drop-In / Alcove

    
60 X 30 X 20

MONARCH 6031
MONARCH GRAND LUXURY 6031
Drop-In / Alcove

    
60 X 31 X 20

Les plages des bains Monarch sont faites de quartz, pierre riche et noble, aux couleurs
éclatantes.
MONARCH
6032

Quartz pur et noble

MONARCH GRAND LUXURY 6032
Drop-In / Alcove

MONARCH
6035
Les plages des bains Monarch sont faites de quartz, pierre riche et noble, aux couleurs
éclatantes.

Quartz pur et noble

MONARCH GRAND LUXURY 6035
Drop-In / Alcove

    
60 X 32 X 20
    
60 X 35 X 20

MONARCH 6036

Les plages des bains Monarch sont faites de quartz, pierre riche et noble, aux couleurs
éclatantes.
MONARCH GRAND LUXURY 6036
Quasar Light — VicoStone

Quartz pur et noble

Drop-In / Alcove

    
60 X 36 X 20

Les plages des bains Monarch sont faites de quartz, pierre riche et noble, aux couleurs éclatantes.
Quasar Light — VicoStone

© MONARCH GRAND LUXURY 6030 - JET BLACK WITH QUARTZ SKIRT

Quasar
Light
— VicoStone
Grey
Expo
— Silestone

PURE, NOBLE QUARTZ
Grey Expo — Silestone
Quasar Light — VicoStone
STANDARD COLOR

Quartz pur et noble
MONARCH
6636et noble, aux couleurs éclatantes.
Les plages des bains Monarch sont faites de quartz,
pierre riche

OPTIONAL COLOR

Grey Expo
— Silestone
Noka
— Silestone
Grey Expo — Silestone

Noka — Silestone
Grey Expo — Silestone
Noka — Silestone

Quasar Light — VicoStone

Quasar Light — VicoStone

MONARCH GRAND LUXURY 6636
Drop-In / Alcove

   
66 X 36 X 20

MONARCH 7236
MONARCH GRAND LUXURY 7236
Drop-In / Alcove

   
72 X 36 X 21

MONARCH 7240
MONARCH GRAND LUXURY 7240
Drop-In / Alcove

   
72 X 40 X 21

Bianco Drift — Caesarstone NEW

Quartz riche et élégant

Noka
— Silestone
Jet Black
— Caesarstone
Les plages des bains Monarch confèrent richesse et élégance à votre espace de détente et de bien-être.
Jet Black — Caesarstone

Jet Black — Caesarstone
NokaLagos
— Silestone
Blue — Caesarstone

Piatra Grey — Caesarstone

Grey Expo — Silestone

Woodlands — Caesarstone NEW

CHROMA

THERMO

THERAPIES
Add therapies to optimize the therapeutic benefits 
of your bath.

All Monarch
Grand Luxury
Jet Black
——
Caesarstone
Lagos
Blue
Caesarstone

baths are available in the same
Statuario Maximus — Caesarstone
dimensions and options as
Statuario
Maximus — Caesarstone
the Original Monarch
models
(Quartz Deck with seam).

Lagos Blue — Caesarstone
Jet Black — Caesarstone

Lagos Blue — Caesarstone

Noka — Silestone

Indicates heated backrest (TMU)

© MONARCH GRAND LUXURY 6638F WITH QUARTZ SKIRT 6618 • PIATRA GREY

MENU
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MONARCH 6032R
MONARCH GRAND LUXURY 6032R
    
Drop-In / Alcove
60 X 32 X 20
MONARCH 6037R
MONARCH GRAND LUXURY 6037R
    
Drop-In / Alcove
60 X 37 X 20

© MONARCH 6032 - LAGOS BLUE

MONARCH 6032L
MONARCH GRAND LUXURY 6032L
    
Drop-In / Alcove
60 X 32 X 20
MONARCH 6037L
MONARCH GRAND LUXURY 6037L
    
Drop-In / Alcove
60 X 37 X 20

CHROMA

THERMO

THERAPIES
Add therapies to optimize the therapeutic benefits 
of your bath.

Indicates heated backrest (TMU)

MONARCH 6638F
MONARCH GRAND LUXURY 6638F
   
Drop-In / Alcove
66 X 38 X 20
MONARCH 7238F
MONARCH GRAND LUXURY 7238F
Drop-In / Alcove

   
72 X 38 X 21
© MONARCH 6037L - JET BLACK

MENU
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MONARCH 6233C
MONARCH GRAND LUXURY 6233C
    
Drop-In 
62 X 33 X 20
MONARCH 6337C
MONARCH GRAND LUXURY 6337C
    
Drop-In 
63 X 37 X 20

MONARCH 6938C
MONARCH GRAND LUXURY 6938C 
  
Drop-In 
69 X 38 X 20
MONARCH 7338C
MONARCH GRAND LUXURY 7338C
  
Drop-In 
73 X 38 X 21

CHROMA

THERMO

THERAPIES
Add therapies to optimize the therapeutic benefits 
of your bath.

Indicates heated backrest (TMU)

therapeutic baths
FREESTANDING

© MONARCH 7338C • STATUARIO MAXIMUS

therapeutic baths
DROP-IN, UNDERMOUNT
& ALCOVE

therapeutic care unit
VEDANA®

complementary products

MENU

ESTHESIA

®

BainUltra invites you to discover the ESTHESIA® Collection,
our newest expression of beauty in the world of therapeutic
bath.
• Neoclassically inspired Esthesia baths boast clean, purely
geometric designs. Their elegant, luxurious pedigree
means they’re right at home in almost any cultural
and architectural setting.
• With their pure oval inner shell, Esthesia baths can
accommodate two people in total comfort.

© ESTHESIA 6638

The inner shell is free of grab bars or armrests, preserving the clean lines
that are the hallmark of the Esthesia Collection. The deck design is not
only original, it’s also spacious and practical.

AROMATHERAPY

For the Esthesia Collection,
the AromaCloud is built into the deck.

© ESTHESIA 6638 (DROP-IN)

Options available with ESTHESIA
• ILLUZIO - Chromatherapy with invisible LED
• ULTRAVELOUR - Matte finish

DESIGN
The deck shape is not only original, it’s also spacious and practical.

38

MENU
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ESTHESIA 6638
Drop-In / Undermount

CHROMA

THERMO

    
66 x 38 x 21

AROMA

THERAPIES
Add therapies to optimize the therapeutic benefits 
of your bath.

Indicates heated backrest (TMU)
© ESTHESIA 6638 (DROP-IN) SLIM DECK
therapeutic baths
FREESTANDING

therapeutic baths
DROP-IN, UNDERMOUNT
& ALCOVE

therapeutic care unit
VEDANA®

complementary products

MENU

CITTI

®

CITTI® is derived from the sanskrit for “free spirit.” At the
same time, the name evokes today’s great cities: these are
the perfect baths for urban living.
• Bath can be installed in an alcove (between 3 walls), perfect
for smaller spaces such as those found in urban dwellings.
• Ideal for making the most of a small space by turning it into
a place to experience multiple therapeutic experiences.

© CITTI 6032 WITH INSERT (ALCOVE)

The backrest is at a 15 ° angle to create an optimal interior space.
An insert is available that can be positioned on either the left or right
side of the bath to hold the AromaCloud® unit or soap and shampoo
(Citti with Insert).
Options available with CITTI
• ILLUZIO - Chromatherapy with invisible LED
• ULTRAVELOUR - Matte finish

AROMATHERAPY

For the Citti Collection, the
AromaCloud can be installed on
the deck or on the insert of the bath.

© CITTI 6032 WITH INSERT (ALCOVE)

DESIGN
Its unique design offers numerous installation possibilities
for smaller bathrooms.

40

MENU
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© CITTI 6032 WITHOUT INSERT - FRONT OVERFLOW

CITTI / CITTI TRIO with Insert
Alcove

    
60 x 32 x 20

CITTI / CITTI TRIO without Insert
Alcove

    
60 x 32 x 20

A surprise bonus to the ho so convenient Citti collection. This bathtub
designed for alcove installation is now available with a front overflow
at the foot of the bath, perfect for a bathroom renovation without
having to change out a standard plumbing setting.

CHROMA

THERMO

AROMA

THERAPIES
Add therapies to optimize the therapeutic benefits 
of your bath.

Indicates heated backrest (TMU)
© CITTI TRIO 6032 WITH INSERT
therapeutic baths
FREESTANDING

therapeutic baths
DROP-IN, UNDERMOUNT
& ALCOVE

therapeutic care unit
VEDANA®

complementary products

MENU
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ESSENCIA

®

ESSENCIA evokes essence—the elemental aspects
of the inner being.
• Essencia offer the utmost in ergonomics and therapeutic
care, critical components for relaxation and well-being.

DESIGN
Essencia’s innershell has been designed to offer exceptional comfort.

Options available with ESSENCIA
• ILLUZIO - Chromatherapy with invisible LED
• ULTRAVELOUR - Matte finish

© ESSENCIA OVAL 7236 (DROP-IN)

The inverted V backrest and
integrated headrest ensure a
perfect massage of your neck
and spine.

 he raised seat maximizes the
T
massage effect for your legs.

MENU
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ESSENCIA OVAL 7236
Drop-In

    
72 x 36 x 25

ESSENCIA DESIGN 7438     
Drop-In
74 x 38 x 20

CHROMA

THERMO

AROMA

THERAPIES
Add therapies to optimize the therapeutic benefits 
of your bath.

Indicates heated backrest (TMU)
© ESSENCIA DESIGN 7438 (DROP-IN)

therapeutic baths
FREESTANDING

therapeutic baths
DROP-IN, UNDERMOUNT
& ALCOVE

therapeutic care unit
VEDANA®

complementary products

MENU
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INUA

®

In Inuit spirituality, “Inua” means “everything that lives.”
INUA® refers to the universal soul that unites all things
in nature.
• Inua is the next generation of TMU. Its main benefits are
therapeutic, along with improved design.
• The line features a second-generation therapeutic comfort
cushion and inverted V for a massage that reaches higher,
covering the whole spine.

Options available with INUA
• ILLUZIO - Chromatherapy with invisible LED
• ULTRAVELOUR - Matte finish

THERAPEUTIC BENEFITS
AT THEIR BEST
Inua is the latest evolution in our TMU line of therapeutic baths.
Hydro-thermo massage®, an inverted V design, a raised seat, a heated
backrest, and chromatherapy are all key features of the Inua collection.
They say everything has a soul. Inua invites you to reconnect with the
life force within.

AROMATHERAPY
For the Inua Collection, the
AromaCloud is built into the deck.

© INUA 7240 (STANDARD DECK)

The therapeutic comfort cushion,
combined with the inverted V,
massages the lower back, helping
flush out toxins, reduce stress,
and prepare the body for sleep.

MENU
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INUA 6036
Drop-in

    
60 x 36 x 23

INUA 6636
Drop-in 

    
66 x 36 x 23

INUA 7240
Drop-in 

    
72 x 40 x 23

© INUA 6036 (SLIM DECK 1/2 IN)

SLIM DECK
In addition to the standard deck height, Inua is offered
with slim deck (1/2 in).

Made in Intaly, this high quality urethane
cushion offers remarkable durability.
This flexible material hugs your body and
supports your head perfectly.
Its isolating properties will keep your body
feeling warm all through the bath session.
CHROMA

It is also removable.

THERMO

AROMA

THERAPIES
Add therapies to optimize the therapeutic benefits 
of your bath.

WARNING: This product contains magnetic materials. It should not be used by individuals

Indicates heated backrest (TMU)

with a pacemaker, defibrillator, or any other electro-medical device.

therapeutic baths
FREESTANDING

therapeutic baths
DROP-IN, UNDERMOUNT
& ALCOVE

© INUA 6636 (SLIM DECK 1/2 IN)

therapeutic care unit
VEDANA®

complementary products
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AMMA

®

The word AMMA® takes its origin in the word “massage” as
represented by two Chinese characters, AN and MO, meaning
“calm through touch.”
• The ergonomics of the bath interior (oblate or egg-shaped)
offers superior comfort and an enhanced Hydro-thermo
massage® experience.
• Amma features the widest range of size and installation options.

Options available with AMMA
• ILLUZIO - Chromatherapy with invisible LED

The inverted V backrest allows
your neck and spine to be massaged
perfectly.

I ntegrated armrests, available
with most models, are sculpted to
optimize comfort.

The molded, heated headrest softly
cradles and soothes your neck.

The raised seat optimizes leg
massage.

AROMATHERAPY
For the Amma Collection, the
AromaCloud is built into the deck.

© AMMA OVAL 6638

MENU
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© AMMA 6636 (ALCOVE)

The Oval 7242 models are available with a raised or flat deck.
RAISED DECK

© AMMA OVAL 7242 (DROP-IN) FLAT DECK

FLAT DECK

MENU
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© AMMA 6030 (ALCOVE)

© AMMA 7242 (DROP-IN)

© AMMA 7048 (DROP-IN)

MENU
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AMMA 6030
Alcove

    
60 x 30 x 21

AMMA 6032
Drop-in / Alcove

    
60 x 32 x 21

AMMA OVAL 6638
Drop-in

    
66 x 38 x 21

AMMA OVAL 7242
Drop-in / Undermount
Available with raised or flat deck

    
72 x 42 x 22

CHROMA

THERMO

AMMA 6036
Drop-in / Alcove

AMMA 7048
Drop-in / Alcove

AMMA 6060
Corner / Drop-in

    
60 x 36 x 21

    
70 x 48 x 21

AMMA 6636
Drop-in / Alcove

    
66 x 36 x 21

AMMA 7236
Drop-in / Alcove

    
72 x 36 x 21

AMMA 7242
Drop-in / Alcove

    
72 x 42 x 22

    
60 x 60 x 21

AROMA

THERAPIES
Add therapies to optimize the therapeutic benefits of your bath.

Indicates heated backrest (TMU)
© AMMA 6060 CORNER & AMMA 6060 SKIRT

therapeutic baths
FREESTANDING

therapeutic baths
DROP-IN, UNDERMOUNT
& ALCOVE

therapeutic care unit
VEDANA®

complementary products
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ELEGANCIA

®

With shapes and lines that take us back to the Victorian era,
this series transcends time, fitting right in with today’s styles.
• Design exploits cutting-edge production techniques
for an inverted contour with unique Victorian charm.
• An exceedingly elegant model boasting superior back
comfort thanks to its cone-shaped backrest.

© ELEGANCIA – C10

© ELEGANCIA – C11

© ELEGANCIA – C12

© ELEGANCIA – C13

AROMATHERAPY

For the Elegancia Collection, the
AromaCloud is built into the deck.

© ELEGANCIA – C14
© ELEGANCIA 7242 C14 (DROP-IN)

50
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CHOOSE YOUR SIZE

ELEGANCIA 6032 
Drop-in / Alcove                                 60 x 32 x 19
Exclusive contour available.

ELEGANCIA 6636


66 x 36 x 21

ELEGANCIA 6642


66 x 42 x 21

ELEGANCIA 7236


72 x 36 x 21

ELEGANCIA 7242


72 x 42 x 21

C10
Drop-in

FOR ALCOVE
INSTALLATION, CHOOSE
THE MULTIFIT SKIRT

© MULTIFIT SKIRT

CHROMA

THERMO

CHOOSE
YOUR CONTOUR

Available in 6636, 6642, 7236, and 7242

C11
Drop-in

C12
Drop-in / Alcove

Available in 6636, 6642, 7236, and 7242

Available in 6636, 6642, 7236, and 7242

AROMA

THERAPIES
Add therapies to optimize the therapeutic benefits 
of your bath.

Indicates heated backrest (TMU)

C13
Drop-in

C14
Drop-in

Available in 6636, 6642, 7236, and 7242

Available in 6636, 6642, 7236, and 7242

© ELEGANCIA 7242 C11 (DROP-IN)

therapeutic baths
FREESTANDING

therapeutic baths
DROP-IN, UNDERMOUNT
& ALCOVE

therapeutic care unit
VEDANA®

complementary products
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ORIGAMI

®

The traditional Japanese art of folding paper into symbolic
shapes is the inspiration behind the ORIGAMI® Collection,
which stands out for its clean lines and versatility.
• A stylish collection of Zen-like simplicity that comes
in a range of shapes to go with any style of décor.
• Available in a range of sizes and installation options
for all kinds of spaces.
The Origami Collection feature’s a modern minimalist look with a clear
interior tub (no handles or armrests) and the comfort BainUltra is
known for.

Options available with ORIGAMI
• ILLUZIO - Chromatherapy with invisible LED
• ULTRAVELOUR - Matte finish

AROMATHERAPY

For the Origami Collection,
the AromaCloud is built into the
deck. However, for the Design
series, the deck has been slightly
modified.

© ORIGAMI 7242 ORIGINAL SERIES (SLIM DECK)

52

MENU

SERIES AND
INSTALLATION TYPES
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ORIGINAL SERIES
Deck height 1/2 in, 2 in or 3 1/4 in
Slim Deck (1/2 in deck height)
is available on Origami
6032 / 6636 / 7242 and Oval 7242
Original Series.

ORIGAMI 6030*
ORIGINAL SERIES
Drop-in / Alcove / Undermount
* Available only with 2 in high deck

    
60 x 30 x 21

ORIGAMI 6032
ORIGINAL SERIES
Drop-in / Alcove / Undermount

    
60 x 32 x 21

ORIGAMI 6632
ORIGINAL SERIES
Drop-in / Alcove / Undermount

    
66 x 32 x 21

ORIGAMI 6636
ORIGINAL SERIES
Drop-in / Alcove / Undermount

    
66 x 36 x 22

ORIGAMI 7236
ORIGINAL SERIES
Drop-in / Alcove / Undermount

    
72 x 36 x 22

ORIGAMI 7242
ORIGINAL SERIES
Drop-in / Alcove / Undermount

    
72 x 42 x 22

© ORIGAMI 6032 ORIGINAL
SERIES (SLIM DECK 1/2 IN)

CHROMA

THERMO

AROMA

THERAPIES
Add therapies to optimize the therapeutic benefits 
of your bath.

Indicates heated backrest (TMU)
© ORIGAMI 7236 ORIGINAL SERIES (DROP-IN) DECK HEIGHT 3  1/4 IN

therapeutic baths
FREESTANDING

therapeutic baths
DROP-IN, UNDERMOUNT
& ALCOVE

therapeutic care unit
VEDANA®

complementary products
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MERIDIAN

®

Named after the meridians of our body—the paths along
which our energy flows—the series also brings to mind
the meridian (or mid-point) of life with an invitation to relax
and listen to your body and mind.
• Ideal for all kinds of settings, with simple lines and a large
range of size options.
• The entry level line of BainUltra therapeutic baths.

© PRO-MERIDIAN 60 (ALCOVE)

AROMATHERAPY

For the Meridian Collection, the
AromaCloud is built into the deck.
However, for Ellipse rolled deck
models, Ellipse 6036 (flat), and
Meridian 6030 the deck has been
modified to host the AromaCloud.

© MERIDIAN 60 (UNDERMOUNT)
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© ELLIPSE 6036 (FLAT)

© MERIDIAN 60 (UNDERMOUNT)

© MERIDIAN UNO WITH INTEGRATED SKIRT

© MERIDIAN 6042 (DROP-IN)

MENU
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from the Meridian collection are
available with a flat or rolled deck.
FLAT DECK

ELLIPSE 6036
Drop-in / Undermount

    
60 x 36 x 20

ELLIPSE 6636
Drop-in / Undermount

     
66 x 36 x 21

ELLIPSE 7240
Drop-in / Undermount

    
72 x 40 x 21

ROLLED DECK

CHROMA

THERMO

MERIDIAN 6030
Drop-in / Alcove / Undermount

    
60 x 30 x 21

MERIDIAN 6032
Drop-in / Alcove / Undermount

    
60 x 32 x 21

MERIDIAN 50
Drop-in / Alcove / Undermount

    
60 x 36 x 20

MERIDIAN 55
Drop-in / Alcove / Undermount

    
66 x 36 x 20

MERIDIAN 6042
Drop-in / Alcove / Undermount

    
60 x 42 x 21

MERIDIAN 60
Drop-in / Alcove / Undermount

    
72 x 36 x 21

PRO-MERIDIAN 55
Drop-in / Alcove / Undermount

    
66 x 34 x 20

MERIDIAN UNO
Alcove (3 walls)

    
60 x 31 x 20

PRO-MERIDIAN 60
Drop-in / Alcove / Undermount

    
72 x 36 x 20

MERIDIAN DUO
Alcove (3 walls)

    
60 x 31 x 21

AROMA

THERAPIES
Add therapies to optimize the therapeutic benefits 
of your bath.

Indicates heated backrest (TMU)
© MERIDIAN 50 (DROP-IN)

therapeutic baths
FREESTANDING

therapeutic baths
DROP-IN, UNDERMOUNT
& ALCOVE

therapeutic care unit
VEDANA®

complementary products
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THERMAL
The name THERMAL refers to the natural spas built near
hot mineral springs. This collection evokes our origins by
stressing the important role minerals play in the composition
of our bodies.
• Bath with inside contours that promote physical relaxation.
• Available in a variety of sizes.

DESIGN
This attractive design comes with an integrated headrest
and lumbar support.

AROMATHERAPY
For the Thermal Collection,
the AromaCloud is built into
the deck.

© THERMAL CN2K

THERMAL 50
Drop-in / Alcove

    
60 x 32 x 20

THERMAL OVAL 55
Drop-in

    
66 x 34 x 20

THERMAL CR2K
Corner / Drop-in 

    
60 x 60 x 21

THERMAL CN2K    
Corner / Drop-in
60 x 60 x 21

CHROMA

THERMO

AROMA

THERAPIES
Add therapies to optimize the therapeutic benefits of your bath.
OVAL PLUS
Drop-in

    
66 x 38 x 19

OVAL ADDITION
Drop-in

    
72 x 38 x 19

therapeutic baths
FREESTANDING

THERMAL 60
Drop-in / Alcove

therapeutic baths
DROP-IN, UNDERMOUNT
& ALCOVE

    
72 x 36 x 20
Indicates heated backrest (TMU)

therapeutic care unit
VEDANA®

complementary products

MENU

THALASSA
THALASSA means “the sea,” where all states of
being co-mingle.
• The bath’s size is perfect for achieving the benefits
of Hydro-thermo massage®.
• With narrower sizes, the collection is perfect for rooms
with space constraints.

© THALASSA 60 (ALCOVE)

Thalassa 50 is available with an integrated
tile flange, making it a perfect choice for a
shower/bath combination.

AROMATHERAPY

For the Thalassa Collection,
the AromaCloud is built into the deck.

© THALASSA 50 (ALCOVE)
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THALASSA 50
Drop-in / Alcove

    
60 x 31 x 19

THALASSA 55
Drop-in / Alcove

    
66 x 33 x 19

THALASSA 60
Drop-in / Alcove

    
72 x 33 x 19

SENSATION
Corner / Drop-in

CHROMA

    
54 x 54 x 20

THERMO

AROMA

THERAPIES
Add therapies to optimize the therapeutic benefits 
of your bath.

Indicates heated backrest (TMU)
© SENSATION (CORNER) SJ-3 SE SKIRT

therapeutic baths
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therapeutic baths
DROP-IN, UNDERMOUNT
& ALCOVE

therapeutic care unit
VEDANA®

complementary products
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AZUR
The name AZUR recalls sea and sky. It evokes a place where
nature’s powerful elements set the soul alight and cradle you
in a comforting cocoon.
• Curved lines invite total relaxation and enhance the benefits
of Hydro-thermo massage®.
• Grab bars and armrests strategically placed for easy access
to the bath.

DESIGN
Grab bars and armrests enhance comfort.

AZUR 50
Drop-in / Alcove

    
60 x 33 x 20

AZUR 55
Drop-in / Alcove

    
66 x 36 x 20

AZUR 60
Drop-in / Alcove

    
72 x 36 x 20

AZUR 642
Drop-in / Alcove

    
72 x 42 x 20

CHROMA

THERMO

AROMA

THERAPIES
Add therapies to optimize the therapeutic benefits 
of your bath.

Indicates heated backrest (TMU)

© 60 (DROP-IN)
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VEDANA

®

therapeutic care unit
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VEDANA

®

VEDANA® is a Sanskrit and Pali word meaning “sensation.”
In Buddhist culture, it refers to the state where we become
conscious of our connection with the universe and of the
communion of the physical and mental being.
• Only Vedana combines 5 therapies (Thermotherapy®,
chromatherapy, Light Therapy®, aromatherapy, and Sound
Therapy®) in a single unit. Therapies can be enjoyed
independently or combined for a powerful experience
to change users’ emotional state.

A TOTAL
EXPERIENCE
Vedana uses advanced
technologies to integrate five
proven therapies: aromatherapy,
Light Therapy®, Sound Therapy®,
chromatherapy, and Thermotherapy®.
Take advantage of Vedana’s preprogrammed sessions, or create
your own. Vedana lets you achieve
the harmony and balance you seek.

Visit our website
for more information
on the 4 experiences:
bainultra.com/therapeuticcare-unit/vedana/well-being
© VEDANA

* These products can be sold separately.

FREEDOM • HARMONY • WONDER • LOVE
FOUR EXPERIENCES TO RECONNECT WITH YOURSELF
Imagine being enveloped in a sensory experience that harmoniously
blends 5 therapies, like a symphony. The sounds carry you away on
a wave of melody. You breathe in the tiny droplets of essential oils,
savoring the aromas while warmth, light, and color make your
experience even more transformative.
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Vedana® combines the best spa
technologies and therapeutic techniques.
That means luxury care equal to the
world’s best wellness establishments,
at only a fraction of the cost. With
Vedana, that special care you deserve
is yours to be savored every day.

THERMOTHERAPY®
The system can reach and maintain
175ºF (80ºC), the temperature
recommended for authentic
dry-heat Thermotherapy.

CHROMATHERAPY

LIGHT THERAPY®

Vedana diffuses colors in precise
wavelengths that maximize the
benefits of your therapeutic care,
in accordance with your needs at
a given moment.

With its precision Litebook® technology,
Vedana is the cutting edge in terms of
light intensity, wavelength, and range.

AROMATHERAPY
The aromatherapy system operates
with an essential-oil nebulizing diffuser,
the most authentic and effective
method available.

SOUND THERAPY®

COMPLETE THERAPY

The Vedana sound system totally
surrounds you, covering up any other
audible frequencies, and offers an
exquisite sound experience.

Visit our website
for more information
on the 4 experiences:
bainultra.com/
therapeutic-care-unit/
vedana/well-being
* These products can be sold separately.

© VEDANA

therapeutic baths
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therapeutic baths
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& ALCOVE

therapeutic care unit
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The Vedana discovery box includes a
welcome booklet, a user guide, a guide
to your wellness, and a nebulizing
diffuser for aromatherapy and
essential oils.
VEDANA


21 x 80 x 9 1/2

Two 30-minute preset sessions are
available. Vivere brings you to a
place of replenishment where you
experience a profound encounter with
yourself, while Echo helps you to let
go and lose yourself in contemplation.

MENU

FIVE THERAPIES
COMBINED
IN ONE UNIQUE
SYSTEM
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Aromatherapy
ThermoTherapy®
Light Therapy®
Chromatherapy
Sound Therapy®

© LIGHT THERAPY®

© CHROMATHERAPY

A DESIGN THAT REFLECTS YOU
With its sleek design, Vedana is the perfect complement to any style or existing décor.
Add your own personal touch by choosing one of three colors: White, Biscuit, or Sandbar.

WHITE

BISCUIT

SANDBAR

Let yourself drift away, wherever
you are, on the healing music of the
four guided experiences included in
the Vedana therapeutic care unit.
Available on CD.
© VEDANA
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66 AKAŠA®
• Espalier,
Universal legrest
• Comfort cushion,
Relaxation chair &
footrest
• BainUltra® essential
care products

69 ACCESSORIES
& SKIRTS
• Waste, overflows
& claw feet
• Towel bars, grab 		
bars & armrests
• Mia® controls
• Skirts

73

WARRANTY
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ULTRAVELOUR
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COLORS
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BATHROOM®
78
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~ ®
AKASA

© BAINULTRA

THE ESPALIER

THE UNIVERSAL LEGREST

Start your morning ritual with stretching exercises to
wake up your body.

Installed on the tub floor, the universal legrest lets you
elevate your legs for greater relaxation.

Combine the universal massage table and espalier to
make your exercises more comfortable.

It can be removed, allowing different bathers to find
their own comfortable positions.

Go through a range of activities to stretch your
muscles and release the day’s tensions.

Innovative design is intended for use in the bath.
The wood is meant to retain its original appearance
after immersion in the bath.

Using the espalier in combination with the ThermoMasseur® will help you become more centered and
aware of your body.
© BAINULTRA

See the exercise booklet specially
designed to help you explore
your new equipment. This booklet
was designed and created with
the Kinesiology Clinic at Laval
University in Quebec City.

Together with the ThermoMasseur®, the universal
legrest provides natural support to facilitate total
relaxation.

Western red cedar is the wood of choice for places where moisture is present. That’s why we
selected it for the relaxation chair, footrest, and our universal legrest—items that are designed
specifically for the bathroom. Because it is a softwood, it is comfortable when used in relaxing
settings and will develop a lovely soft patina over time.

The espalier’s origin lies in ancient rituals,
specifically the ritual practice of Roman soldiers
who stretched before heading into battle. Evokes
the shape of a tree.

The universal legrest is built with BainUltra’s
trademark expertise in products that enable
users to find the ideal body position to fully
benefit from the Hydro-thermo massage®.

• Integrating the espalier into the Insperience
Bathroom lets users incorporate daily stretching
exercises and enhance the therapeutic benefits
of other care rituals.

•T
 he legrest lets bathers of all shapes and sizes
enjoy Hydro-thermo massage in a relaxed
position. This overcomes size constraints
and gives them access to a wider range
of bath options.

•T
 he espalier is a unique, one-of-a-kind accessory
perfect for a pre-care ritual warmup, a transition
between different care rituals, or the finishing
touch to a health ritual.

•C
 rafted from red cedar and finished with
marine varnish, the legrest is designed to be
submerged without damaging its materials.

MENU
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COMFORT CUSHION

RELAXATION CHAIR
& FOOTREST

Made in Italy, this high quality urethane cushion
offers the best comfort possible and bonifies the 
Hydro-thermo Massage® experience benefits.

The chair and footrest provide the ideal seating during
Vedana® sessions.

This flexible material hugs your body and supports
your head perfectly. Its specialshape with the inverted V
creates a better massage all along the spine.

Because the footrest was designed to be extremely
comfortable, you can use it solo when space is limited,
resting your back on the nearest wall.

It will adhere naturally to the bath.
No magnets are used.

Its space-saving shape suits most bathrooms.
Taking a moment to relax in the chair is an excellent
way to transition into or out of a treatment.
© BAINULTRA

Designed to withstand the water and humidity found
in bathrooms.
In combination with a ThermoMasseur® session,
the chair provides a comfortable way to prolong
the resulting feeling of well-being.

© BAINULTRA

THE BATH PILLOW
Finesse, smoothness and sturdiness come together
to offer the bather more comfort and well-being.
Wisely placed by bather to the desired position,
the bath pillow supports the neck wonderfully to offer
the upmost in comfort and a feeling of complete
relaxation and increased benefits.

© BAINULTRA

Available in a limited
edition, the chair is
handmade by local
craftsmen. It comes
with a certificate of
authenticity.

BainUltra designers drew on their knowledge
of ergonomics to create the relaxation chair
and footrest, specially designed to be part
of a relaxation, health, and wellness ritual
in the Insperience Bathroom.
•T
 he chair allows you to transition between
your various treatments.
•L
 ight and easy to move around. Designed
to withstand your Vedana’s heat and humidity.

MENU
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BAINULTRA ESSENTIAL
CARE PRODUCTS
Maximize the benefits of your bath with our exclusive
line of Essential Care products. Our Essential Care
products feature only the purest ingredients and help
make your bath time a total wellness experience.

Nordic spirit and Fruitful Evolution
essential oils are offered with
the AromaCloud®. Add water
and a few drops of oil in the
diffuser and enjoy all the benefits.
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Accessories
Waste, overflow & claw feet
WASTE & OVERFLOW

WASTE & OVERFLOW 16 X 35

WASTE & OVERFLOW D13

WASTE & OVERFLOW D14

An Integrated waste & overflow with customize molding.
Chic, modern and unobtrusive.

The finishing touch for your bath. Cable driven.

Exposed waste & overflow complete the luxurious look
of Balneo baths.

(ELEGANCIA®)

WHITE

BISCUIT

BRUSHED
NICKEL

BRASS

CHROME

POLISHED
NICKEL

WHITE

BISCUIT

CHROME

BRUSHED
NICKEL

BRASS

OIL-RUBBED
BRONZE

POLISHED
NICKEL

CHROME

POLISHED
NICKEL

BRUSHED
NICKEL

BRASS

OIL-RUBBED
BRONZE

Fit perfectly with Elegancia baths. Pop-up system.

WHITE

BISCUIT

BRUSHED
NICKEL

BRASS

CHROME

POLISHED
NICKEL

• Standard with Opalia, Evanescence, Citti, Charism,
Esthesia, Nokori collections & Essencia Design.
• Optional for Inua, Amma, Origami (Original Series)
collections & Essencia 6838 and other
freestanding models.

CLAW FEET (EXCLUSIVE TO BALNEO COLLECTION)
Cella comes with claw feet to add a personalized and unique touch of class to this freestanding bath.

CHROME
Notes: C
 olors shown here may vary slightly from actual colors. Please use this chart as a reference only.

POLISHED
NICKEL

BRUSHED
NICKEL

BRASS

OIL-RUBBED
BRONZE

UNPLATED
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Accessories
Towel bars, grab bars & armrests
TOWEL BARS
(EXCLUSIVE TO BALNEO COLLECTION)
®

GRAB BARS

ARMRESTS

Acrylic

(EXCLUSIVE TO SCALA COLLECTION)

Towel bars add special charm to your footed or freestanding bath. Two different
models available (Tube and Twist). No bar can be installed along the drain side.
Towel bars can be factory-installed only.
Note: Available for the Cella 7240,
Naos 7240 & Sanos 7240.

Scala armrest
FRONT

FRONT

WHITE

Choose between
Tube or Twist models.

CHROME

BISCUIT

GRAY

TRANSPARENT
WITH CHROME,
BRUSHED NICKEL,
OR BRASS INSERTS

White grab bars are also offered in the UltraVelour matte finish.

Scala feet

AVANT

POLISHED NICKEL

BRUSHED NICKEL

TUBE

Metallic (exclusive to Elegancia® Collection)
These metallic grab bars confer Victorian charm on your bath.

BRASS		

OIL-RUBBED BRONZE

CHROME

BRUSHED NICKEL

POLISHED NICKEL

BRASS

CHROME

POLISHED
NICKEL

BRUSHED
NICKEL

BLACK
CHROME

MATTE
BLACK

SATIN
BRASS

TWIST

Notes: C
 olors shown here may vary slightly from actual colors. Please use this chart as a reference only.

BRASS
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Accessories
MIA controls: pure simplicity
®

ThermoMasseur®

Tub

MIA®

MIAPLUS®

MIAMULTI®

DOT

Simple and understated, the Mia control lets you
adjust the air jet intensity to relax the way you want.
• Increase or decrease air jet intensity

Its clear display is easy to read from all angles, letting
you select settings, options, and treatments for your
own customized relaxation session.

• Activate the drying cycle

• Air jet intensity

Top-of-the-line MiaMulti comes with the same functional
and operational features as MiaPlus, along with a waterproof,
floating remote and infrared sensor so you can personalize
your Hydro-thermo massage® session at a distance.

• Choice of light color (Chromatherapy option)

•C
 an be wall mounted anywhere in the room

Our DOT controls blend perfectly with all our bath
models. Simple and user-friendly. It allows you to
separately enable/disable the heating zones of
WarmTouchShell® and the chromatherapy of your
Tub. Available in White & Biscuit.

• Session duration

•O
 rganic LED screen is easy to read from all angles

• Backrest temperature for ThermoMasseur

•L
 ets you select a multitude of functions and options

• Personalized session settings for up to 4 different users
• Personalized drying cycle
• Range of settings and options
• Organic LED screen is easy to read from all angles

WARMTOUCHSHELL®

CHROMATHERAPY

MENU
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Accessories
Skirts
MULTIFIT (ADJUSTABLE)

SJ-1

SJ-3 AMMA 6060

Fits most rectangular models. Check with BainUltra
Customer Service. Skirt is designed to fit full length
and height of tub. (See owner’s manual)

Fits most rectangular models. Check with BainUltra
Customer Service. Skirt is designed to fit full length
and height of tub. (See owner’s manual)

For Amma 6060 only.
The Amma 6060’s original, practical design, perfect
for a corner installation, is roomy enough for two. Its
skirts’ stylized curves enhance your décor (optional).

SJ-3 SE

SJ-3 CN2K

SJ-3 CR2K

For Thalassa Sensation only.

For Thermal CN2K only.

For Thermal CR2K only.

SJ-3 TMU 5454

SJ-3 TMU 6060

For TMU 5454 only.

For TMU 6060 only.

®

®

QUARTZ SKIRTS
For Monarch only.

Note: Our skirts are designed to cover the full height and width of our baths (See Owner’s Manual).
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Warranty

OUR PRIDE IS WARRANTED
At BainUltra®, we are proud of the quality of our products.
Our manufacturing process favors artisanship over automation.
All of our products are designed, manufactured, and assembled by a
team of highly trained craftspeople who are passionate about their work.
Workers make a full, documented inspection at every step of production.

YOUR RELAXATION IS GUARANTEED

With our 40 years of experience designing and manufacturing the BainUltra
ThermoMasseur®, we have always maintained strict control over the
production and quality of every element that goes into our products. Above
all, we have 40 years of documented reliability and durability. The superior
quality Lucite (Perspex®) acrylic that goes into the fabrication of most of
our products largely contributes to their exceptional characteristics. That’s
why we can offer the strongest warranty on the market. We cover the
therapeutic baths and turbines for 20 years* and Geysair®, AromaCloud®,
Chromatherapy and WarmTouchShell® technology, and controls for
5 years*. All of which means that you can have peace of mind that you
have purchased the very best bath product available.

WHY PURCHASE FROM
AN AUTHORIZED DEALER ?
Purchasing your BainUltra product from an authorized dealer guarantees
that you will benefit fully from all the advantages of our exceptional warranty
and our remarkable after-sale service.
*S
 ome restrictions may apply. Visit our website at bainultra.com
to download our complete warranty program.
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ULTRAVELOUR MATTE FINISH
UltraVelour by BainUltra is a matte finish
full of noble purity designed for your utter
enchantment.
Handcrafted with expert care, UltraVelour
transforms your bath into a precious jewel
of royal comfort.
Slip into this splendid showpiece and experience
luxury and well-being combined in a moment
of precious eternity.

MAKE THE COLOR
MATCH YOUR
LIFESTYLE
BainUltra® offers 2 standard colors and
1 optional color. All 3 colors perfectly
match the standard colors of major bath
manufacturers. So you don’t have to sacrifice
color compatibility to enjoy all the practical
and therapeutic advantages of the BainUltra
ThermoMasseur®. See the available colors in
the product specifications.

PURE ACRYLIC
BainUltra has always designed high-quality
baths in 100� pure acrylic, a substance
with numerous proven benefits:

• Charism

• Monarch

• Citti

• Nokori

• Easy to clean.

• Essencia

• Opalia

• Non-porous and hygienic.

• Esthesia

• Origami

• Durable and low-maintenance.

• Evanescence

• Scala

• Light and easy to move.

• Inua

• Vibe

• Adaptable assembly for easy integration
of bath therapies.

Select the UltraVelour finish for your bath
and slip into a sumptuous embrace.

CHOOSE FROM OUR
STANDARD COLORS

OUR OPTIONAL
COLOR

WHITE

BISCUIT

(Kohler)

(Kohler)

GRAY

STANDARD DECK COLORS
FOR CHARISM BATHS

Please use this chart as a reference only.
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(American Standard
Sterling Silver)

CHARISM DECK
OPTIONAL COLORS
Each Charism Crystal Rock
and Copper deck contour
is UNIQUE.

WHITE
Notes: Printed colors shown here may vary slightly from actual colors.

BainUltra’s UltraVelour finish is available
in white only across a number of collections:

BLACK

CRYSTAL ROCK

COPPER

Deck patterns are handmade
and vary throughout the
contour making each bath a
one of a kind WORK OF ART.
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INSPERIENCE BATHROOM®
LIFE STORIES

MY WELLNESS RITUAL
Luis finds being in the mountains exhilarating. Julie
prefers quiet walks through the woods. Paul’s cares slip
away when he’s near the sea. The patter of raindrops lulls
Leslee into a blissful state. Judy can lose herself in the scent of lavender,
while Emily is really moved by music. After a tough workout, Jacob
soothes sore muscles with a good soak. Sarah feels more creative when
she’s surrounded by the color yellow, while blue puts Eva in a mellow
mood. As for Phil, a good massage and he’s in heaven. What do they have
in common? Each has created an Insperience Bathroom®—a special
haven where wellness rituals can be enjoyed every day—and as a
result, feels better than ever. What about you… what do you do to kick
back and chill out?

SHH, I’M RELAXING! The Insperience Bathroom has become the
home’s new focal point, an artful way to incorporate relaxation, health,
and wellness into our everyday routines. BainUltra will work with you
to design an inviting, uniquely distinctive, calming space where you can
attend to your passions and needs, surrounded by the objects
that inspire you. This transformative project is also conceived
and thought out so it can easily be adapted over time, forever
mirroring your innermost attitudes about relaxation.
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GIVE YOUR BRAIN CELLS
A BREAK
Hello, my name is Alicia. I am a designer. I live in downtown Vancouver.
Between my work and other projects I take on, my schedule is very
hectic. In order to keep in shape, I walk to work every day and back
at the end of the day. This 20-minute walk helps me to energize myself
and clear my head. During the weekends, going to the countryside
is a real pleasure. It gives me a chance to unwind, breathe the fresh
air, and have fun in wide open spaces with my Irish/Welsh terrier.
When I can, I love traveling to new places. Discovering their history
and culture nourish my creative side.
For me, it is very important to have balance in my life, and my
Insperience Bathroom® helps me to achieve just that. In the morning
I enjoy doing a few stretching exercises on the espalier before starting
the day. At night, I need a quiet place to relax and reflect on my day.
I created a ritual of therapies I can adjust to how I feel.
Natural stones combined with simple and pure lines define this peaceful
oasis I have created for myself.

© BAINULTRA

Alicia and her Insperience Bathroom®

ESSENCIA® OVAL 7236:
Alicia chose this freestanding bath
for its organic design and absolute
comfort. With its 2 levels of air jets,
it ensures the utmost massage
benefits. It is the perfect start to
energize her day or enjoy a relaxing
moment.

VEDANA®:
Alicia chose the Vedana care
unit for its 5 therapies (aroma
therapy, chromatherapy, Light
Therapy®, Thermotherapy®, and
Sound Therapy®) in one system.
The preprogrammed sessions can
be used to create a ritual that
is perfect for her mood. Vedana
helps her achieve that balance
and harmony in her life.

ESPALIER & RELAXING CHAIR:
Alicia chose the espalier for her
morning stretching exercises.
To complement her space the
relaxing chair is ideal with the
Vedana or in between sessions.

* These stories come from real people whose identities
have been changed to protect their privacy.
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PROFESSIONALS BY DAY,
ZEN MASTERS AT HOME
Anne, a nutritionist, and Paul, an engineer, have been together for 30 years.
Both in their early 50s, they have two daughters who are now grown. After
the girls moved out, Anne and Paul were eager to renovate their empty nest.
They opened up three rooms to create space for an Insperience Bathroom®
totally dedicated to health, wellness, and relaxation. And so their longtime
dream became reality, moving from “from intention to intuition.”
While Anne is by nature inquisitive, energetic, and passionate, she also has a
deeply contemplative side. She’s a steadfast believer when it comes to listening
to what our bodies tell us, understanding the soothing properties of color, aroma,
and music, and that calmness helps us recenter our vital energies. As for Paul,
he’s constantly pulled in all directions at work, under the gun with tight, stressful
deadlines. His back and neck consequently get stiff, becoming increasingly
painful as the day wears on. By the time he arrives home, he’s more than ready
to de-stress and relax. In their sleek Insperience Bathroom, Anne and Paul can
each indulge in their rituals, deriving ever more pleasure as they feel their wellbeing increase. Upon awakening, Anne spends a few moments meditating in her
ergonomic relaxation chair with a view of the trees outside, then enjoys a shower
and light therapy session. Paul does the same, minus the meditation. After work,
it’s time for a total relaxation session that incorporates massage, heat, color,
sound, and essential oils. Amid the genuine calm of their Insperience Bathroom,
Anne and Paul find perfect harmony and pure happiness in everyday life.
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Anne, Paul, and their Insperience Bathroom®

AMMA THERMOMASSEUR®:
This air-jetted therapeutic bath lets
Anne and Paul enjoy top-of-line
massage treatments. Paul is a big fan
of the Geysair warm air jets that
deliver a deeper massage, from
the epidermis right into the joints.
As for Anne, she’s sold on the
benefits of aromatherapy, using
essential oils like eucalyptus and
basil (inhaled for congestion or
stress, respectively) and sandalwood
oil massages to improve sleep.
As their needs and cravings change,
Anne and Paul can vary their
approaches in order to continue
to achieve a soothing experience.

RELAXATION CHAIR:
Whether they retreat to this special
chair to meditate, contemplate,
reflect, daydream, or think about
future plans, Anne and Paul always
emerge re-energized.

VEDANA®:
Anne and Paul looked forward
to acquiring this special piece of
equipment for a long time, and it has
become a wellness essential. Vedana
combines five proven therapies
(Thermotherapy®, aromatherapy,
chromatherapy, Sound Therapy®,
and Light Therapy®) that serve as
the basis for care rituals, inspiring
heightened relaxation in users.
Programming is stored in memory
and can be modified to reflect the
user’s particular needs.

* These stories come from real people whose identities
have been changed to protect their privacy.
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BainUltra therapies

HYDRO-THERMO MASSAGE®
Massage and relaxation often go hand
in hand. But more than that, massage
is a proven medical approach that has
been used for therapeutic purposes for
over 4,000 years. It is recommended
for a wide range of physical, emotional,
and psychological conditions by:
• Reducing stress
• Controlling anxiety and depression
• Relieving pain and stiffness

CHROMATHERAPY

BainUltra’s Hydro-thermo massage
is the closest to a hands-on massage.
It offers three types of massage in
a single therapy: thermo massage,
hydro-massage, and acupressure.
It is considered equivalent to
a professional massage, with the
advantage that it is given in the
comfort of your own home.
®

AROMATHERAPY

Chromatherapy is defined as a
treatment that uses the effect
of color to bring about physical
and other changes.

As a powerful way to achieve balance
and harmony, color through its
vibrations can calm, energize,
or focus your thoughts.

Aromatherapy is defined as the practice
of using essential oils extracted from
flowers, bark, or leaves to enhance
physical and psychological well-being.

A scientifically proven technique,
chromatherapy is not merely a
decorative element. Rather it has
a direct effect on one’s physical
and psychological condition.

Six colors—blue, violet, red, orange,
yellow, and green—are calibrated at
different frequencies, each with a
stimulating or soothing therapeutic
purpose.

Aromatherapy is an integral part of
Vedana®, our highly effective misting
and diffusion technologies. Distilled
and diffused essential oils enter the
bather’s respiratory system and reach
the circulatory and lymphatic systems,

where they interact with cells to
promote healing.
Some of the benefits of aromatherapy
include:
•	Reducing your stress levels
and anxiety
• Bolstering your immune system
• Improving your mood

• Activating blood flow
• Stimulating the immune system
• Treating sports injuries
• Eliminating toxins

View our Aromatherapy
Video on Youtube
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BainUltra therapies (continued)

LIGHT THERAPY®

THERMOTHERAPY®

Light Therapy® consists of using
natural or artificial light to treat
various health problems.
Daily exposure to light influences
the cycle that regulates the production
of serotonin and melatonin—two
hormones essential to physical
and psychological balance.
A daily 10 minute session of Light
Therapy can have a remarkably
energizing effect.

therapeutic baths
FREESTANDING

SOUND THERAPY®

Some of the benefits of Light Therapy
include:

Thermotherapy® refers to the
therapeutic use of heat.

to reach fat, muscles, and tissue,
delivering multiple benefits to:

•	Regulating the circadian cycle,
for improved sleep

Vedana releases dry heat (at low
humidity) that triggers an increase
in body temperature to boost the flow
of oxygen and nutrients in the blood.

• Revive skin and relax muscles
• Eliminate toxins

Depending on its musical composition,
Sound Therapy can:

Dry heat penetrates deep down—
through the epidermis and dermis—

• Help your body fight viruses

• Reduce stress

•	Increasing your ability
to concentrate
• Improving mood
• Reducing the effects of jet lag

therapeutic baths
DROP-IN, UNDERMOUNT
& ALCOVE

• Improve blood flow

Sound Therapy® is the use of music
(various wavelengths and frequencies)
to re-establish physical and emotional
equilibrium.

• Improve symptoms of depression
• Stabilize mood swings

therapeutic care unit
VEDANA®

complementary products

Music, through its vibrations, has the
power to modify molecular structure,
because our tissue, bones, and organs
are in a constantly vibrating state. In
a healthy body, all the different parts
vibrate harmoniously.
To learn more about therapies,
visit our website bainultra.com.
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LEARN MORE
ABOUT US
VISIT OUR WEB SITE
bainultra.com
FOLLOW US

CONTACT US
956 chemin Olivier, Lévis, Québec G7A 2N1 Canada
Tel.: 418 831-7701		
Fax: 418 831-6623		

1-800-463-2187
1-800-382-8587

